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* Must sign liability waiver for   
  on-water demos at event.

Attendance will be based 
on registration submission.
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Seakeeper Ride                                                  
Seakeeper continues to change the boating industry by introducing the Seakeeper Ride system. The leader 
in controlling marine motion control will launch their Ride system to the aftermarket through Lewis Marine at 
Marine Tech Tour Charleston. This class will show dealers how to spec, install and service the system.
VIP Experience - customers will be treated to boat rides to FEEL the system in action. By invitation only.

The premier leader in marine steering and control will be showcasing the most efficient, highest quality, 
and top-performing steering systems on the market. With the purpose of our mobile marketing unit, Uflex 
will offer hands on technical training to cover, system configuration, application & installation, and proper 
preventative maintenance to ensure the best experience. Uflex will have a full walk-through and engaging 
training to canvas our elaborate mix of high performing mechanical and hydraulic steering systems, as well 
as our broad array of throttle and shift controls, trim tabs, self-contained air conditioning, and more! Our 
cohort of technicians and sales partners will provide the confidence and assurance of Uflex’s mission – the 
best boating experience possible.

Lippert Marine - the global leader of top-performing boat accessories and components, will be focused on 
imparting in-depth technical knowledge about NEW products from Lewmar.
Our training program will elevate your technical expertise on anchoring and better equip you to serve your 
customers and grow your business.
Focus products:
• Lewmar Axis Shallow Water Anchor and Windlass Anchoring Systems

The leading brand in outdoor lifestyle will focus on new product launches from Sierra and Dometic Seastar.  
The class, which will qualify for Foundational and Ride & Handling Tech 1 certification, will cover key concepts 
in steering systems, along with proper system selection, installation, and maintenance.   Systems covered 
include mechanical, hydraulic and the latest electric assist systems.   Classroom training also covers the 
new Dometic Trim Tab system and Xtreme Power Assist Electric steering system, with boat(s) available to 
experience each system in action. Trained technical and sales associates provide increased boater satisfaction, 
while reducing labor and warranty costs at and after installation.
Boats will be on-water to demonstrate several products in action and allow customers to feel the differences.

Code SEK

Code LEW

Code UFL

Code DOM



Training Classes

CMP Coatings introduces Seajet Pellerclean – the latest technology in propeller and underwater gear 
coatings.
This class teaches you the differences in metal coatings and how to spec and apply successfully.

Lithium Battery Systems – Fact, Fiction, and Key Components
This class will review emerging Lithium battery technology, features, benefits, and the additional products 
needed to support small and large systems.  Key components will be featured from the company’s POWER 
SYSTEMS brands including Blue Sea Systems, Mastervolt, ProMariner, and RELiON.
 
Kevin Lacy will be presenting. With over 25 years of experience in sales and product development, he is an 
expert in electrical products for the harsh marine environment.  Kevin launched his career in 1992 with Blue 
Sea Systems as the company’s first product development engineer. He holds ABYC and NMEA certifications 
- Marine Electrical, Marine Systems, and N2k.  And resides in Florida where he remains focused on technical 
sales and training. 
 
Navico Group is defining the future of boating through a comprehensive portfolio of navigation solutions, 
state-of-the-art technology and intuitive systems. Our marine brands include Ancor, Attwood, BEP, Blue 
Sea System, Garelick, Guest, Lenco, Marinco, Mastervolt, MotogGuide, ProMariner, RELiON, Whale, B&G, 
C-MAP, Lowrance, Navico, and Simrad.

Code CCL

Code BSS

Training Classes

Presta® Marine is a Malco® Products, Inc. brand that has supplied the marine industry with premium detailing 
products to clean, restore, and protect boats and personal watercraft since 2009. Presta Marine manufactures 
and markets marine detailing products to help maintain a boat inside and out. Used widely by marine OEMs 
and professional detailers, the Presta Marine product portfolio includes boat washes, general purpose and 
specialty cleaners, compounds, polishes and waxes, coatings, interior cleaners, and more. In this class learn 
how Presta Marine makes boat detailing easy for professional detailers and marine enthusiasts.

Code PRE
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VETUS Maxwell sets the global standard in the design and manufacturing of complete onboard boat systems 
for recreational and small commercial vessels. As “Creator of Boat Systems,” VETUS Maxwell embraces a 
philosophy of developing complete solutions to innovate in support of the mission: ease of use and turn-key 
installation. This class will give you both a solid overview of some of our most in-demand systems, including 
features, benefits, options and new developments as well as insight into best practices regarding installation, 
maintenance and troubleshooting. Topics to include: VETUS Bow Pro Thrusters, Maxwell anchoring solutions 
and the latest on our multiple joystick integration partner systems including Mercury, Yamaha, Cummins, 
Glendinning and Yanmar Marine.

Code CAM

Reliability. Engineered solutions. Fluid management science.  These terms collectively describe the brands of 
Jabsco and Rule.  They represent a legacy of marine innovation that spans almost90 years, and account for 
millions of quality marine products sold and used around the globe.
At the Lewis Marine Dealer Training Event, we are bringing in our technical specialists to school you on pumps 
and toilets.  We are bringing our big hitters with almost 60 years of recreational and commercial marine 
experience.  Paul Campagna is our “HEAD” technician and serves as Market Applications Manager for our 
Rule and Jabsco brands.  Paul has been in the marine industry for over 25 years and was an engineer on a 
commercial fishing boat (85 ft. prawn trawler) in Australia. He has been with Xylem for nearly 10 years and was 
frequently out to sea on trips that spanned 100+ days.  Don Walsh will lead the training and has over 33 years 
of experience in buying and selling in the marine Industry.  Although in sales he is hands on and very technical 
with pumps, toilets, and impellers.
We look forward to pumping up your technical skills!

Code RUL

Topcoat Review
Custom Colors and Awlmix
Awlgrip Systems for different substrates
Awlspec Specifications

Code AWL



EXPO

At Victron Energy we believe a boat needs an intelligent power grid that adapts to any challenges you 
may encounter. With unparalleled reliability, without effort and at great value for money. That’s what we 
call Optimal Energy. Our Training class will be done on a pre-wired system for attendees to program and 
connect various components such as split phase programming, Cerbo connections and remote monitoring 
set up.  

Come see why Smartplug is developing and providing innovative world-class solutions that make power 
delivery safer, more secure, and easier to use.
We are the revolutionary shore power system designed to replace the outdated and problematic twist-type 
design in use today.

Code VIC

Code SPG

Sun Abrasives Co. Ltd was established in 1961. Our goal is to supply the highest quality products to the 
Marine market. Let us show you why not all abrasives are equal and why the choice is clear when the job 
requires the most demanding applications.

Code SMU

The Sea-Dog Line has been manufacturing quality marine, industrial and defense hardware and supplies 
to the OEM and Aftermarket sector since the 1920’s. In fact, we are celebrating 100 years in the marine 
industry: 1923-2023.
Our in-house Product Development team troubleshoot, innovate and deliver a wide array of Marine and 
Industrial solutions. With over 6000+ parts in our inventory we have what you need! Another fact about Sea-
Dog is that we are one of the last, truly 2-step manufacturers. This means that we do not compete against 
you in the retail sector.
We are excited to share our technologies including MADE IN THE USA injection molded marine designs 
featuring Rod holders, Racks, Cleats and more. We also offer a full line of horns and electrical products that 
we will be discussing during the Lewis Marine Tech tour.
Please stop by the booth and say hello. We will have some giveaway items and swag to hand out while we 
are answering your questions.
We look forward to speaking with you!

Code S/D
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Learn about Azuna T/T Marine all-natural antimicrobial tea tree oil-based odor eliminator & air purifier gel 
that delivers fresher, cleaner air on board your vessel.

Code AZA

Software for Marine Services
DockWorks is the only software solution built specifically for marine service professionals.
It’s time to mobilize and modernize your business and set a new standard for the marine services industry.

Code DOC

Even though the market has gone outboard, there are still many inboards in service. Lewis Marine and AER 
Motors have partnered to bring new and rebuild inboard motors with easy access and availability.
Let AER teach you to identify old inboards and cross reference new or rebuild applications for a seamless sale.

Stop by the Expo to learn more about Turning Point Propellers’ “better than OEM propeller designs” in 
both performance and price, paired with the industry’s only lifetime warranty MasterGuard propeller hub 
systems (replaceable even after impact). While there check-out how you can cover 70%+ of the prop market 
with their new 13 prop 3ft Plan-O-Gram and how it compares to the traditional rubber hub prop program 
that requires a 112 prop investment. Ask how to turn your prop inventory faster with Easy-To-Sell tools 
provided by Turning Point that makes everyone a prop expert. Turning Point manufactures high-performance 
aluminum and stainless steel propellers for powerboat applications in the 6 to 400 hp+ range. It is a primary 
manufacturer operating aluminum and stainless facilities with ingot to pallet vertical integration. They have 
new tools, the latest metal forming technology, and unbeatable aggressive designs

Code AER

Code TPP



EXPO

WE BELIEVE QUALITY IS MEASURED BY LIFESPAN - HOW LONG A BATTERY LASTS - That’s why here 
at Dakota Lithium we focus on building batteries that last a long, long time. By harnessing our unique 
chemistry and engineering know-how Dakota Lithium lasts 4x longer than traditional batteries, providing 
lasting value for our customers, and reducing e-waste and the impact on our planet. All backed by a best in 
class 11 year warranty.
Reliability is one of the reasons why Dakota Lithium has become to top choice of tournament anglers. 
Dakota Lithium powers Hank Cherry, the 2021 Bass Pro Champion. Brock Mosley, one of the top 5 pro bass 
fishermen, is powered by Dakota, and of the top 10 pro-bass athletes in the industry, six were powered by 
Dakota Lithium.

Code DLB

Code SHC

At Shadow-Caster we specialize in both underwater marine LED lights and above water marine LED lights, 
such as marine LED spreader lights, marine LED down lights and marine LED courtesy lights. Let us show you 
how our marine LED lighting systems provide complete control for single and multi-zone boat installations, 
NMEA 2000 compliant marine lighting controls and controls using your boat’s multi-function display (MFD).

Parker offers compact watermakers that are easy to install, maintain, and operate, making them a perfect 
solution for small power boats and sail boats.

Code PAR

Makers of the finest galvanized boat stands.

Code MMT
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For over 6 decades, TACO Marine has been designing and manufacturing marine products for all types 
of boats.  TACO’s extensive line includes boating parts and accessories in areas of sportfishing , rub-rails, 
seating, electrical, canvas & shade, marine lumber amongst many others.
 
Product Spotlight at LMTT:
• TACO’s SuproFlex Rub Rail Kits – the most lightweight and ultra flexible, and UPS/Shippable, rubrail kits.
• ShadeFin by TACO Marine – the most portable and robust shade system on the market, ShadeFin easily 
attaches into any rod holder, giving boaters full protection against harmful UV rays.

Code TAC

Wherever you are, go with Sika Marine.  Come and learn about Sika Marine’s full line of repair solutions 
that can be used by repair technicians and conscientious DIY boat owners. Included are Sika’s new 3 oz 
sealant and adhesive tubes that can be used for numerous repair solutions, as well as products for use in 
composite repair applications. Sika has a marine repair solution to meet your demanding boat maintenance 
requirements, making Sika Marine the perfect choice for any boat owner. When it comes to repairing your 
boat, don’t settle for anything less than The Professional’s Choice - choose Sika Marine!

Code SIK

Lat 26° manufacturers marine detailing and cleaning products for everything from the smallest dingy to the 
biggest mega yacht. Lat 26° is excited to introduce their newest product at LMTT, Cut & Polish, which is 
specially designed for use with Orbital/DA machines and will remove oxidation from marine paint & gelcoat 
while providing a brilliant, swirl-free finish. Lat 26° will also be spotlight their teak care line which consists of 
Teak Clean, Teak Bright & Teak Seal. With the Lat 26°, customers know they can spend more time enjoying 
their boats and less time maintaining them!

Code LAT



EXPO

Driven by Quality!  With brands like 303 and STA-BIL we make sure that your marine vehicles are taken care 
of so you can spend more time where it counts – on the water.
With the 303 product line our goal is to stand the test of time, and our products reflect that. We have a 
deep understanding of the natural forces that can harm your possessions, like harmful UV rays, high-speed 
winds, water damage, and the natural wear of time. Using this knowledge, we formulate the most effective 
solutions possible from our Protectant and Fabric Guard to our newest chemistry of Touchless Sealant and 
Graphene.
And while 303 has the appearance of your possessions taken care of, our STA-BIL products will make 
sure the engine is taken care of. STA-BIL is America’s most preferred Marine Treatment that is engineered 
to combat the effects of harsh marine climates, provides defense against the harmful effects of ethanol-
blended fuels, and has industry-leading water removal properties.

Code GDL

JMP founded in 1977 has been in the sea raw water pump business for markets around the world 
manufacturing OEM and replacements pumps for all Major Engine companies. JMP is a certified ISO 9001 
company in providing quality controlled products. Other lines are impellers and strainers. Check out our 
videos at www.youtube.com/@jmpmarine

Code JMP

Proven dependability makes ARCO Marine the trusted source for OEM quality or better alternators, inboard 
starters, outboard starters, and tilt/trim motors. Nearly 60 years ago, ARCO Marine set the gold standard for 
marine engine parts. We test and retest every unit manufactured beyond normal operating conditions. That’s 
how we know we deliver the highest quality, most reliable parts available.

Code ARC

Trac Ecological – the makers of the original and still only Barnacle Buster - 100% environmentally friendly, 
non-toxic, and biodegradable. See why we make the Industry’s best descalers, cleaners and degreasers for a 
variety of applications. 

Code TEP

http://www.youtube.com/@jmpmarine
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Weld Mount adhesively bonded fastener system revolutionized the industry by providing a weight reducing, 
lower cost, less invasive joining solution. Designed to bond to almost any surface for a variety of applications 
including studs, metal bonding, accessory mounting, electrical wire management, battery cables, pump and 
panel mounting, crane surface mounting, hydraulic lines, vent attachments and more while improving load-
bearing capacity and fatigue resistance. While eliminating stress point concentrations with even distribution 
of entire bonded surface; reducing galvanic corrosion when the adhesive acts as an insulator when bonding 
dissimilar metals; and providing resistance to shock, vibration, and thermal cycling over mechanical or welded 
assemblies. 

Code W/M

Groco continues to innovate on-board components and systems while providing unsurpassed quality. From 
the innovative E-valve – that provides automated seacock control throughout the boat with optional wireless 
monitoring and view on a touchscreen at the helm via the NMEA2000 backbone- to raw water strainers, 
fittings (many now available in stainless steel), pumps, water pressure systems, marine sanitation system 
components and heat exchangers.  

Code GRO

Code SHC

Headquartered in Hickory, N.C., Shurtape Technologies, LLC, is an industry-leading manufacturer and 
marketer of adhesive tape and consumer home and office products, with facilities in the United States, 
United Kingdom, Germany, Mexico, Peru, United Arab Emirates, Australia and China. At Shurtape, we know 
tape is a critical part of the job. And that a single mistake can ruin the entire project. That’s why we offer 
a complete portfolio of tape solutions that are engineered to perform in challenging marine applications. 
From durability and versatility to clean removal and crisp paint lines, our tapes deliver results you can rely on 
to get the job done right the first time.

Code SWB

Come see our unique cleaning system, which includes our patented, “Perfect Pole”.   Our system is designed 
with a greater strength and built for ease of use. Our patented Perfect Pole easily attaches with over 16 
different types of quick-change heads. Our premium cleaning tools and accessories range from brushes, 
drying mops, soft wash tools, swivel plates, maintenance kits and boat hooks.



EXPO

JBL has recently undergone a revamp to the marine lineup. The brand that was on stage at Woodstock ’69 
and is seen throughout the world in movie theatres, concert venues, is ready to bring sound to life. We know 
that there are a myriad of options for audio, and JBL is ready to prove that it is a serious contender in the 
sound category. JBL just unveiled new marine source units as seen with the WAKE series. The all new WAKE 
series is comprised of the JBL-R3500 and JBL-R4500, each having unique features designed to meet varying 
levels of pricing. In addition, JBL has three series of speakers + subwoofers, amplifiers, remotes, waketower 
speakers and much more! JBL: Dare to Listen.

Code JBL

Mister-Comfort has been providing cooling relief to the Marine Industry since 2006, becoming the leading 
choice for pleasure, sports and commercial boating applications. When the temperature is too HOT to enjoy 
being on the water it’s time to find a solution.

Mister-Comfort misting systems can lower cockpit temperatures as much as 20 degrees on the hottest days 
and can be installed easily on biminis, T-Tops or hardtops on any size boat. We also design custom misting 
systems for larger vessels.

Scanstrut is an international leader in the design and manufacture of outdoor and marine equipment. 
With a range of over 300 items, Scanstrut products enable and enhance the use of commercial, navigation 
and personal electronics in the outdoors. These are grouped broadly into mounts, charge and seal ranges 
and include waterproof wireless phone chargers, radar & Satcom mounting solutions, and phone & tablet 
mounts.  

Code S/O

Code SCN

The Builders Trusted Choice for Precision engineered Marine Parts will show its new line of EPA approved fuel 
deck fittings, our new Duraplex rust proof thru hulls and our premium teak products.

Code WHC
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Come see why CRC remains the first choice of mechanics and professional installers worldwide for professional 
grade marine maintenance chemicals.
CRC MARINE - Engine Stor® Fogging Oil and 6-56® Multi-Purpose Lubricant, Marykate® On & Off.

The simple, reliable global security and monitoring solution. Imagine a new way to stay connected to your 
boat. The good news is, you can easily monitor your boat remotely, at any time, from any location, with 
LocMarine Boat Security and Monitoring.

Code CRC

Code ???

Suncor Stainless, Inc. is a leading manufacturer of stainless steel hardware and components in the industrial, 
marine, architectural, commercial, government and OEM markets. With a modern facility in Plymouth, 
Massachusetts, Suncor’s ever-expanding product line has become one of the world’s most complete and 
highest quality sources for stainless steel chain, hardware and custom parts. From stainless steel rigging 
hardware to quality marine hardware, our stainless steel hardware will meet and exceed your expectations. 
Suncor is one of the only manufacturers in the United States to specialize in manufacturing chain, continuing 
the rich history of “Made in USA” chain continues at Suncor Stainless.

Code SUN

®®

Come see the best outboard jack plates in the market, including our ATLAS hydraulic jack plates, Z-LOCK 
manual jack plates, and HI-JACKER manual jack plates. T-H Marine produces thousands of products in many 
categories, including outboard motor mounts, outboard tilt and trim, access hatches, deck plates, lid locks, 
deck hardware, livewell aeration, plumbing fittings, battery trays, fishing rod holders, boat lights, rigging 
accessories, trolling motor accessories, pontoon boat parts, and general boat accessories.

Code T/H


